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DESTRUCTION OF HISTORIC MON-
UMENTS DURING THE WAR. 

By the Editor. 

UROPE, far more than any other continent, is rich 
in those historic monuments which reveal the develop-
ment of the various peoples of Western civilisation. 
It is impossible to imagine Europe without its treas-
ures of art and architecture; the very thought gives 
one the sense of horror. 

After a year's fighting we are now in a position to survey the 
damage or destruction which has been wrought in the Western 
theatre—Belgium and Northern France. We must recognise that 
this has been the theatre of many conflicts throughout the cen-
turies; war, therefore, is no peculiar condition of the present year. 

Throughout the centuries, however, there has been little dam-
age done to the historic works, or we should not, until yesterday, have 
possessed the heritage which enthralled the world. 

We recognise, however, that the methods of warfare have changed 
and that, if within the range of modern armaments, buildings to-day 
are in a position of danger to which they have never before been 
exposed. 

These changed conditions were not overlooked by the Powers 
which constituted the Hague Conventions, for it is provided that 
in sieges and bombardments all necessary steps must be taken to spare 
such buildings, provided they are not being used at the time for 
military purposes. 	Further, it is the duty of the besieged to indicate 
such buildings or places by distinctive and visible signs, which shall 
be notified to the enemy beforehand. 	In addition, any seizure or. 

[destruction 
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destruction of, or wilful damage to, historic monuments and works 
of science and art, is forbidden, and should be made the subject of 
legal proceedings. 	Having affirmed its attitude in these terms, 
the signatories to the Convention, it was believed, would honestly 
and loyally abide by them. The fatal weakness of the Hague Con-
vention is that it relies upon the morality and the humanity of its 
constituent Powers, but it has no police powers to arrest offenders, 
nor any machinery for meting out punishment. 	Consequently, in 
the case of the present war, if either party amongst the belligerent 
Powers violates the Articles, there is little chance of immediate punish-
ment. The only great Power of the Convention which is not fight-
ing is America, and America, saturated as it is with German ele-
ment, is not, unfortunately, the America it used to be, because it 
has merely made the most academically polite protest to Germany, 
which takes a mere protest as an exhibition of weakness, and recog- 
nises brute force as its only weapon. 	Mr. Roosevelt, the ex- 
President of the United States, declares that the Hague Conventions 
ratified by the United States during his Presidency "forbid such 
destructions as that inflicted on Louvain, Dinant, and other towns 
in Belgium, the burning of their priceless public libraries, and won-
derful halls and churches, and the destruction of cathedrals, such as 
that at Rheims. All of these offences have been committed by Ger- 
many." 	Here follows a very significent passage, "I took the action 
I did in directing these Conventions to be signed on the theory, and'-
with the belief, that the United States intended to live up to its 
obligations." 	Our conclusion, therefore, is unfortunately correct 
that, if one of the signatories to the Articles of the Hague Con-
vention violated the Articles, there is practically no method of redress. 

From a return just published (European War, 1914-15, contain-
ing data of the destruction of monuments and resolutions of pro-
test: Hooker, Westerham, Kent, England) we have before us in 
chronological sequence -the destruction, of historical monuments in 
the Western theatre. 	In addition, now that Lord Bryce's Com- 
mittee has issued its report upon the savagery, rapine, and utter devil-
ishness of German soldiers and their officers during the invasion of 
Belgium, upon the civil population of Belgium, we are compelled to 
conclude that, for centuries past, there has not been such bestial 
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savagery displayed by any nation similar to that practised by modern 
Germany during the present war. 

In the early stages of the war, when the news of the outrages 
upon the civil population of Belgium, and the destruction of its his-
toric buildings, was cabled to Australia, we refused to believe the 
stories, putting them down to heated imaginations and to the natural 
love of putting a little more .colour into the picture. 	But the half 
was never told, and to-day, with its population kept from utter star-
vation by the thoughtfulness of the civilised world; by the flight of 
hundreds of thousands of terror-stricken refugees into Holland and 
England; by the destruction of its priceless works of art; by the 
demolition of its ancient buildings and monuments, Belgium to-day 
presents the spectacle of an outraged nationality whose blood cries 
to heaven for vengeance, and He who ruleth justly will, before this 
war is closed, mete out, through the Allies, that measure of retribu- 
tion so richly deserved. 	Caring, month by month, as our Institute 
does, for the bodies of the starving Belgiums, we would briefly re- 
view the position regarding Belgium's public buildings. 	We can 
easily trace the current of art, through Egypt and westward through 
Italy, France, the Low Countries, and Britain. Whilst the stream 
of art flowed generously through Belgium, its industries, which were 
rapidly developing, brought into existence separate communities, 
which, constituting themselves into cities, erected civic and ecclesias-
tical buildings which should rival similar buildings in neighbouring 
civic centres. 

The list of works destroyed by the Germans in their savage in- 
vasion of Belgium is sad reading. 	On 23rd August the German 
army burns Notre-dame-de-Dinant and the greater part of the beauti-
ful little town; three days later the city and University of Lou-
vain, including the Collegiate Church of St. Pierre, the library and 
its scientific collections. 	As the Cardinal Archbishop of Malines 
puts it, "All the accumulation of riches—intellectual, historic, artistic, 
the fruit of five centuries of labour—it was all destroyed." 

On znd September Malines Cathedral, the Church of Notre Dame, 
and considerable portions of the city were bombarded. 4th September 
witnessed the destruction of Termonde by systematic process—scarcely 

[a 
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a house was left standing. 	On i3th September the Germans at- 
tacked Senlis and destroyed the Law Courts. 

In their invasion of Northern France, appeals were made to the 
Germans by the British, through the American Ambassador, to spare 
the historic buildings in the territory through which they passed. 
On the i8th September, however, the Germans bombarded and 
seriously damaged Rheims Cathedral, set it on fire, which burnt the 
whole of the roof and gravely injured some of the wonderful sculp- 

ture. 	The whole civilised world protested against these outrages, 
but without result, for, whilst protests were being received, serious 
damage was being done to other Belgian cities. Parts of Namur 
and Charleroi were destroyed and nearly the whole of the little towns 
of Andenne and Tamines. Lierre, of considerable merit architectur-
ally, was bombarded and destroyed during the siege of Antwerp. 
Aerschot was burnt shortly after Louvain. 	Dixmude and Nieu- 

port have also been destroyed by the German artillery, and Fumes 
gravely damaged. These three towns were among the most ancient 
and the most characteristic of West Flanders. Many of the above 
towns are stated to have been destroyed or ravaged without any 

military necessity. 
Still there is no cessation of wanton destruction, for, on 5th Octo-

ber, the Germans bombarded and seriously damaged the Beffroi of 
Hotel de Villo at Arras, a beautifully-proportioned Gothic spire 
erected between 1463 and 1554;  whilst, on the 21st October, the 

Beffroi was totally destroyed. 	On the 12th October an incendiary 
bomb was dropped on Notre-Dame-de-Paris, which, fortunately, did 
little or no damage. Two days later a 'German shell on Rheims 
Cathedral destroyed the Gallery of the Apse. During the follow-
ing month (on the 14th November) the German army wrecked the 
Chapelle des Euvres, at Soissons Cathedral; and, on the 22nd, 
violently bombarded and set on fire Ypres Cathedral and the Cloth 
Hall, burning the famous Salle Pauwels, lined with frescoes, which 
were destroyed in the fire. This Cloth Hall was by far the most 
magnificent and beautiful and earliest of the great Municipal Halls 
of Belgium-44o feet in length and of the simplest possible design, 
its foundation-stone was laid in 1200 by Baldwin of Constantinople, 
but it was not finished till 104 years afterwards. 	Ypres Cathedral, 
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according to Fergusson, was, perhaps, the purest and best specimen 
of the Gothic of the thirteenth century in Flanders, and of about the 
same age was the beautiful church of Notre-Dame-de-Dinant. 

(On 16th December the Germans damaged Whitby Abbey, in 
England, by bombardment, but pretty quickly returned eastward 
over the North Sea.) 

Of course, the excuse is made that many of the buildings which 
suffered this wanton damage or destruction were used for observation 
purposes, but there is no evidence to prove the allegation. 	On the 
other hand, on 4th February of the present year, an aeroplanist of 
the Allies reported that mitrailleuses were placed on the tower of 
Cologne Cathedral. On 22nd February the Germans resumed the 
bombardment of Rheims Cathedral, causing additional serious dam- 
age to the structure. 	Further damage to French buildings was 
caused on i4th March, when the German artillery bombarded the 
Cathedral at Soissons, renewing the bombardment a week later. On 
the 31st March a German aeroplane dropped a bomb on the Apse of 
Rheims Cathedral; whilst, on the following day, it was reported 
that the public buildings and the Cathedral were favourite targets, 
and to these the damage was then irreparable. 

The last piece of destruction in this chronological list to which 
we will refer occurred on 27th and 28th April, when the Germans 
violently renewed the bombardment of the town of Ypres. The 
destruction of the famous Cloth Hall and the town was completed. 
The beautiful historic town of 20,000 inhabitants is now so utterly 
in ruins that there is but one single house, the walls of which still 

stand. 	The rest have not even the semblance of buildings. 
Such is, in brief, a record of the most wanton destruction which 

has been deliberately effected within a few months by the hand of 
man in the world's history. An earthquake damages or destroys the 
buildings of all descriptions within its zone of disturbance, and this 
visitation is looked upon as an outburst of Nature, beyond human con- 

trol. 	But this deliberate and devilish destruction of some of the 
most historic buildings of Europe by German hordes is an outrage 
upon past, present, and future humanity which the civilised world 
will not again tolerate for the lust of power. 

[These 
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These outrages have been the subject of vigorous protests from 
all parts of the world. 	Architectural Institutes, Antiquarian So- 
cieties, Universities, Municipal Councils, Civic, Catholic and 
Protestant and Jewish bodies, men of science and artists in council 
assembled unite, as perhaps diverse bodies have never before united, 
in expressing their opinion upon the dastardly conduct of the bar- 
barous Huns. 	The only weak utterance is from the President of 
the United States, who telegraphs to the German Emperor reserving 
his opinion on the destruction of Louvain and other matters until the 
end of the war. 

Let us now find out how these protests were received by the 
vandals. Many of the bombardments were denied; the excuse was 
given, in other cases, that the buildings were being used for military 
observation, or that the troops were fired upon from these build- 
ings. 	Again, it was alleged that these historic piles were accidently 
hit during the bombardment. 	For brazen effrontery it would be 
hard to beat the official communique published by the German Con-
sulate at Geneva, alleging that the German troops were fired upon 
in several quarters of Louvain. 	"The town and north faubourg 
took fire in several places and have probably been burned." Now, 
for a bit of unmitigated hypocrisy: "The fact that these struggles 
resulted in the destruction of a great part of the town touches us 
sadly, such circumstances were naturally not intended by us. 	It 
is the Belgian population itself, which placed itself beyond law and 
justice, that will have to bear the full responsibility for these events. 
The Imperial Government has protested in the most categorical 
manner to the Swiss Federal Council against the unjust manner in 
which Belgium makes war." Considering that it was subsequently 
stated in evidence before the Belgian Commission that all arms had 
been deposited with the commercial authorities, it would be hard 
to beat the impudence of this German communique. A statement 
as to the burning of Louvain was issued by 93 well-known German 
architects, artists, and university professors : "It is not true that our 
troops have brutally destroyed Louvain. 	Perfidiously assailed in 
their cantonments by a furious population, they were obliged, much 
against their will, to employ reprisals and to bombard a part of the 
town. The greater part of Louvain remained uninjured. The 
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celebrated Hotel-de-Ville is entirely preserved; at the peril of their 
lives, our soldiers protected it against the flames. If, in this terrible 
war, works of art have been destroyed, or will be in the future, every 
German will deplore it sincerely. 	Still, while we yield precedence 
to no other nation in our love of art, we refuse energetically to pur-
chase the life of a work of art at the cost of a defeat of our arms." 

On 21st September the American Institute of Architects forwarded 
to the American Secretary of State a request "to seriously consider 
the expediency of a solemn protest to the German Government re-
specting the wanton destruction of cities, cathedrals, and historic 
monuments in Belgium and France." A copy of this request was 
also sent to the German Ambassador to the United States, with the 
addition of the following :— "We trust that some move will be made 
to check the perfectly inexcusable and unnecessary destruction of 
priceless works of art in this war." 	The Ambassador, in reply, 
stated: "In answer to your favour of 23rd inst., I beg to say that, 
so far as the German army is concerned, no perfectly inexcusable and 
unnecessary destruction of priceless works of art `has taken place 
in this war.' " 	For unmitigated impudence, it would he hard to 
beat Count von Bernstorff, whose presence in Washington must 
be a political infliction. 

On 25th September the Ministers of the Foreign Powers visited 
Termonde to obtain facts as to the devastation by Germans. The 
same day the German Government reported that "a strong protest 
is raised against the slander that the German troops destroy monu-
ments of historical interest or architectural beauty without the strict- 
est necessity, owing to their rage for destruction." 	This involved 
rigmarole, if it means anything, means that the Germans exert every 
endeavour to preserve these buildings of interest and beauty. 	That 
they have been damaged or destroyed is evident, and from all the 
evidence it is equally clear that they were destroyed by the Germans 
in their devilish rage at finding the roads to Paris and Calais blocked 
by the Allies. 	The German press, through the "Tageblatt" and 
"Lokalanzeiger," between its showers of crocodile tears, declares "that 
no one would regret more than Germans if Rheims Cathedral were 
seriously damaged." 	We would prefer that this Cathedral were 
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razed to the ground a thousand times rather than that it should be 
restored or rebuilt by German architects. Let those architects con- 
fine their cast-iron Gothic to the eastern side of the Rhine. 	Their 
attempts to design in Gothic art are simply wicked, and it would be 
an evil day for art if they rebuilt Flanders or Rheims. The Grand 
Rabbi of the Jewish community of France was perfectly true when 
he advised the Cardinal of Rheims that the bombardment was "an 
odious blasphemy against God, the Father of all, and denoted in its 
authors the absence of all religious and human sentiment." 	It is 
because of the lack of this sentiment which makes the Germans little 
better than beasts. 	Their soul is dead, and "power" is their only 
god. 

We will close by quoting the official manifests issued by 22 Ger-
man Universities, under the hands of their respective rectors, to the 
universities of neutral countries. 	This is the message of "kultur" 
to those who are evidently considered either children or fools. "You 
who know how we inculcate respect and admiration for the chefs-
d'ceuvre of the human mind, irrespective of the country to which 
they happen to belong; we pray you to be our witness and to say 
whether what our enemies report is true; and whether it is exact that 
the German army is a horde of barbarians who find pleasure in de-
stroying . . . the monuments of art and history; and, if you 
will render honour to truth, you will be convinced with us that 
wherever the German troops are obliged to carry out a task of de-
struction, they are but yielding to the unpitying laws of defence 
and combat. . . . If, in this terrible war . . . the works of 
destruction are greater than in. the previous war, and if the treasures 
of art fall a prey to devastating facility, it must not be forgotten that 
the responsibility for this calamity falls on those who, not content 
with having let loose this abominable war, do not hesitate also to 
give arms to the peaceful populations, thus encouraging ambuscades 
for our confiding troops, contrary to all the laws of war and the cus- 
toms of civilised peoples. 	They are the sole and only culprits. If 
the possessions of civilisation are to suffer irreparable injury, it will 
be these men who will receive the maledictions of posterity." 

The above manifestation is somewhat lengthy, but it is as closely 
packed with lies and covered with hypocrisy as it is possible. If it re- 
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presents the views of the cultured party in Germany, what thoughts 
must be in the minds of the common people? 

The satisfaction is that the German troops are about to be driven 
back, and that their field of operations is likely to become less as time 
goes by. 	It is to be hoped that they will have to pay for their 
diabolical conduct and the destruction they have wrought in Belgium 
and France. 	They have outraged humanity and civilisation, and 
these, unfortunately, cannot be compensated either in money or goods. 
Posterity will crown modern Germany as the renaissance of bar-
barism, which, we are thankful to say, cannot inflict its filthy self 
many times in a millenium upon a long-suffering world, and which 
before long will pay the penalty for its devilish outburst upon human 
beings, the priceless treasures of art, and the homes of the plain people 
which have been desolated. 
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GENERAL MEETING. 

N Tuesday, 27th July, 1915, a General Meeting of 
members of the Royal Victorian Institute of Architects 
was held in the Institute Rooms, Swanston Street, 
Melbourne, at 8 o'clock, the President, Mr. H. W. 
Tompkins, being in the chair. 

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed. 
South African Soldiers' Memorial Committee.— The President 

reported that a letter, embodying the resolution passed at the last 
General Meeting, had been sent to the Secretary of the South African 
Soldiers' Memorial Committee, and a reply had been received, which 
was read to the meeting. 

Kindred Institutes. —The Hon. Assistant Secretary reported the 
receipt of the Proceedings of the Bristol, and the Devon and Exeter, 
Architectural Societies. 

The Late Col. Watson.—The President announced the death of 
Colonel Watson, Chief Architect of the Public Works Department, 
and that the Council had forwarded a letter of condolence to his 
relatives. 

Election.—Alec. S. Eggleston (A.) was elected a Fellow by ballot 
of members. 

Exhibition.—The President reported that the Council had re-
ceived a deputation from the Victorian Architectural Students' 
Society with reference to the holding of the proposed Architectural 
Exhibition. The students had been informed that the Council con-
sidered the present an inopportune time to hold such an exhibition 
under the auspices of the Institute. 	The Council, however, was 
quite willing to render every assistance if such an exhibition were 
undertaken solely by the Students' Society. 
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Architecture in the Technical Schools.—Further discussion en-

sued upon the report of the Education Committee dealing with the 
teaching of architecture in the technical schools of the State. 

Mr. Anketell Henderson (F.) read the following memorandum 

in connection with the above :— 

MEMO. RE  ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION. 

For some years the R.V.I.A. has been an examining body for 
students wishing to become Associates, but not a teaching body. 
Some systematic teaching has been done at the University (principally 
by means of lectures) for over 20 years, and other teaching (princi-
pally by means of drawing) at the technical schools. 

To give the necessary scientific and engineering training the 
Diploma of Architecture was instituted by the University, and re-
cently that diploma course has been modified to include most of the 
subjects necessary to qualify a diploma student to become an Associ-
ate without further examination. Where the University work does 
not cover the ground of the Institute work a student may have to 
pass in the subjects not covered by the University examinations. It 
would be manifestly unfair to ask him to duplicate all his examina- 

tions. 	The University has recognised an interchange of examina- 
tions, and diploma students will not be expected to be re-examined 
in subjects already passed in their Associate examination, and many 
cases of exemption have been granted to University diploma students 
by the University Faculty of Engineering. 	In this the Faculty are 
guided by the advice of the Lecturer in Architecture, who is a mem-
ber of the Faculty, and a senior member of the Institute Examination 
Board of the Council. 

When the technical schools wished to place their architectural 
teaching on a more modern footing, they summoned a committee, 
consisting of the heads of the principal schools, the inspectors of the 
Department, with Professor Payne as representative of the University 
Engineering School, and a representative of the Institute, and that 
committee prepared the present scheme. When the Institute was 
consulted about the University diploma, they made it a sine qua non 

that the Diploma should not be granted to anyone who could not 
produce to the Faculty evidence of having been solely engaged dur-

[ing 
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ing four years in acquiring a practical knowledge of architecture 
under a competent architect in charge of works. 	Professor Payne 
and I made this service a first condition with regard to the technical 
schools diploma, otherwise we would not have remained members 
of the committee, and it was adopted unanimously by that committee. 

For some years the Institute has been liberalising its conditions 
of admission to the profession, and rightly so. 	Many men have not 
had parents or relatives wealthy enough to article them. 	The 
Institute has not insisted upon articles so long as there is evidence 
of sufficient practical office training. 

Obtaining the diploma, either at the University or technical 
school, gives students no right to become Associates of the Institute. 
In the first place their office training must be approved; in the 
second place no examinations will be recognised unless equivalent 
to the Institute examinations; and, in the third place, the Council does 
not pass every application, or the Institute does not elect everyone 
an Associate unless character and reputation commend themselves 
to the members. 

In liberalising admission to the Institute members have adopted 
modern ideas instead of old-fashioned ideas. 

ANKETELL HENDERSON, M.C.E. 

Mr. G. B. Leith (A.) thought that there should be some more 
modern system of teaching introduced into the technical schools, and 
he urged that the Education Committee should look into this matter. 

Mr. J. H. Harvey (F.) was of opinion that members of the 
Institute should interest themselves in the teaching given in the tech-
nical schools, and should personally visit the classes and judge for 
themselves. 

After further discussion Mr. Kingsley Henderson (A.) moved, 
and Mr. H. J. Kerr (F.) seconded, "That the report of the Educa-
tion Committee be adopted." The resolution was carried. 
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SOUTH AFRICA: ITS ARCHITECTS 
AND ARCHITECTURE 

(Being Abstract of Remarks before the R.V.I.A. on 27th July by 
William Lucas, F.R.G.S. (F.). ) 

R. Lucas, in the course of his remarks, gave a com- 
prehensive review of South African architecture as 
embodied in the work that had been carried out 
during the past 3o years, adding interest to his treat-
ment of the subject by notes regarding the per- 

sonality of many of the leading architects in the country. 
Displayed around the room was a large collection of illustrations, 

photographs, and original drawings that enabled those present to 
very fully realise how matters architectural stood in South Africa. 

The lecturer described some of the salient points of difference 
between professional life in small capital cities (as prevailed in South 
Africa) and in a huge metropolis as Melbourne. In South Africa 
the general life of the community was affected by the various native 
and coloured races, as well as by the inherent cleavage of ideas be- 
tween Briton and Boer. 	Racial and social upheavals of complex 
nature had been much in evidence during his 20 years' residence, 
and had naturally tinged all conditions. 	Nepotism in such rela- 
tively small centres as the capitals of South Africa had also left its 
mark on the architecture. Then one could not but feel, in view of 
the enormous annual product of wealth from the mines—making all 
due allowance for the presence of the native as the labourer—that a 
far greater European population should be in evidence and far bigger 
towns should have been built. 	Until the advent of the Union 
the various Governments of the several Colonies aided architectural 
practice considerably by public competition, which, with few excep-
tions, meant highly satisfactory results. 
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On the coming of the Union, and parallel with the policy of 
absolute concentration of public work, matters changed, and the few 
Government competitions that had since been held had been far from 
satisfactory to the profession. As to Government work since Union, 
it had to be remembered that such was the joint product of the per- 
manent staff, and many able ex-practitioners who were on the tem-
porary staff through collapse of private practices in the time of depres-

sion a few years ago. 
The various Architectural Institutes in three out of the four pro-

vinces were vigorous (there being no Institute in the Orange Free 
State province)—what had been accomplished in the way of registra-
tion was well known to his auditors—and there was much promise 
of exceptional ability in quite a number of students of both British 

and Dutch ancestry. 
As to the architects who had had much to do with the making of 

South Africa, the profession had suffered severely in the loss by death 
of such men as Robarts, Leck, Powell, Kent, Masey, and Hoskings, 
the latter a native of Sydney. 

Mr. Lucas then stated that it was impossible in time at disposal, 
to even lightly touch on many of the personalities who should be 
referred to, but he would make an effort to give an idea of the men 
whose work he had brought under notice that evening. The out-
standing personality was undoubtedly Herbert Baker, whom Rhodes 
had substantially supported in earlier days, and whose influence was 
unusually extensive and powerful, both personally and through 
various partners located in different cities. 

For instance, the Union Buildings, costing about one million 
pounds, had been entrusted directly to him; the Public Works Depart-
ment, however, superintending the erection. In Arthur and Walter 
Reid, men passionately devoted to Institute affairs, professional life 

had been greatly aided. 	Parker held the proud position of first 
Mayor of Greater Capetown. A more versatile man than Methven 
one could hardly meet. He knew the construction of harbours and 
pipe organs, and exhibited his paintings at art societies' functions, as 
well as practising architecture. Hudson, Street-Wilson, Ing, Milne 
and Sladdin, McGillivray and Grant, and Wellman were among the 

worthies. 	Sinclair, almost African-born, was one of the most ener- 
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getic of the younger men ; while Ivor Lewis, another of the younger 
set, had had a strenuous career. 

Emley was one of the few still in practice who had contributed 
refined designs to Johannesburg throughout its whole past life. 
Beardwood, perhaps stronger on the practical than the artistic side, 
had been very active in Institute affairs ; while Veale and his partner, 
Waterson, had done much for fellow-practitioners, as well as some 
of the ablest work in the country. Jones and McWilliam, of Port 
Elizabeth, and White-Cooper, of Cradock, were men whose work 
would hold its own in far larger centres. Stucke was a tremendous 
worker with a continuous, large practice, and lived in a most simple 
way linked with keen participation in Institute matters. 

Hawke and McKinley had been the outstanding successful firm 
in competitive successes of recent years, gaining five big structures in 
seven years. 

Occasionally a London architect was announced as having in hand 
a commission with a local supervising architect; the latest intrusion 
in this direction being the Art Gallery at Johannesburg, now in erec-
tion from the design of Lutyens. 

Some Australians had left tangible evidences of their architectural 
powers in various cities of South Africa. 	Howden, Treeby, Black 
Brothers, and Lucas, who had respectively secured important ana 
extensive commissions in public competition, were, earlier in life, 
known to the Royal Victorian Institute ; while Waugh, who was head 
of the architectural section of the Johannesburg Municipal Corpora-
tion, was one of the earliest students of the Victorian Institute. 

As to the Dutch section of the community, it had not contributed 
many members to the profession, but there were a few examples of 
work on the walls which showed there were able men among them. 
The church architecture of the South African Dutch loomed large 
with them as a people, and in many a small township one saw a 
church of a size and character that seemed to British eyes out of all 
proportion to the needs of the case. 	By throwing open to public 
competition many of these church schemes, both British and Dutch, 
had been greatly benefited. By de Witt at the Cape, and de Swaan 
in the Transvaal, architectural work had been appreciably augmented. 

[It 
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It had been his great privilege to be closely associated with many 
of those whom he had mentioned in Institutes in Natal and the 'Trans-
vaal, and otherwise. Several of the younger professional men, when 
he left South Africa, were serving the Empire in quelling the rebel- 
lion and dealing with the enemy in adjacent territory. 	Another, 

Spratt, of much artistic ability, had yielded to the fascination of 
aviation, and had already proved his worth as an airman in the Euro- 

pean war. 
Mr. Lucas then proceeded, with the aid of a number of lantern 

slides, to deal with the principal centres of South Africa. 	At the 

legislative capital of Capetown the vast mountain loomed with stupen-
dous force, as the city lay on slopes extending to the sea; while the 
administrative capital of Pretoria lay, in true Dutch fashion, as at 
the bottom of a saucer, with hills all round. 	Johannesburg was 

laid out as a mining township, and the first sale of land held in 1886, 
then a barren upland area without water or trees, and so swept by 
bitter dust-driving winds that it had been avoided by all cross-country 

travellers. 	Pietermaritzburg, whose native name was "the place 
of the elephant," was one of the worst places in the world for light-
ning storms; while Durban, planned on broad lines, ranked high as 

a model coastal town. 	Port Elizabeth had possibly the finest street, 

architecturally, in South Africa. 	Wellington and Grahamstown 

were famed as educational centres, the former also possessing the 
church (Dutch) that commanded the largest of any congregation in 
South Africa; and the latter a broad central street, in the midst of 
which stood Sir Gilbert Scott's Cathedral. 	Bloemfontein, so essen- 

tially Dutch, was, by no means, backward in its buildings. 	Kim- 

berley was over-shadowed by the immense diamond pit from which 
enormous wealth had been obtained, including the £2,000,000 which 

Rhodes had invested for his Oxford scholarship scheme. 
At the conclusion of the address, on the motion of the President, 

seconded by Mr. H. J. Kerr (F.), a hearty vote of thanks was ac- 

corded to Mr. Lucas for his lecture and exhibits. 	Afterwards a 

social hour was spent. 
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ALONG THE BYE-PATHS. 

R. W. Beebe, Fellow of the Institute, has been installed 
as Mayor of Bendigo for 1915-16. We wish Mr. 
Beebe every success as the head of the City Council 
for so important a centre as Bendigo. 	Cr. Beebe 
is an enthusiast in the subject of re-afforestation, 

taking an active position at the Northern Municipalities recent con-

ference. 

Mr. L. J. FIannagan has been uncommonly successful in his first 

endeavour to enter the Mornington Shire Council. 	He came out 

at the head of the poll, displacing one retiring councillor and topping 

the remaining two. 

Of the 105 Students in the Engineering School at the Melbourne 
University, between 40 and 5o have enlisted for the war; and, if 
the Architectural Students be added, the total is nearly 10o. Pro-
fessor Sir Henry Allen has stated that there are 770 members of the 
University either on active service or in training for the war. Nearly 
300 students had interrupted their studies in the middle of their 
course to go to the front. As many as 3o had already laid down 
their lives, while 4o had been wounded. Many had won distinction 
and had been mentioned in despatches. That these students should 
break their course of studies to do duty for the Empire, whilst the 
city is full of shirkers, shows that before long it will be necessary 
to enforce conscription, so that the full responsibilities of citizenship 

may be borne by all men alike. 
[The 
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The Postal Department, we are told, does not pay its way, and 
it is proposed, instead of putting it on a business footing, to increase 
the charges in all branches of the service. 	Our experiences may 

not be singular. 	For instance, "proofs" of the previous issue of 
this journal (July) were lost in the post for several days. 
Again, the May issue was "stuck up" at the Post Office for alleged 
deficiency of postage. 	Although the journal is registered as "maga- 
zine matter," and the postage rates are thereby well known, the jour-
nal is frequently detained for a day or two, and then forwarded to the 
subscribers. In a case of this kind it is no use writing the Department; 
the complaint would take three months to filter through the Depart-
mental offices, and the journal would then be a record of ancient 
history. 	The postage rates are, one would conclude, pretty high 
for an all-Australian publication—viz., i d. for each number for Aus- 
tralia and usually 6d. for places outside Australia. 	Further, our 
office telephone is never left alone. It is impossible to say how many 
"instruments" have been installed during the last 15 years. 	The 
present instrument has a wonderful arrangement of keys, buttons, 
plugs, and heaven knows what else. Personally, we do not know 
how to use it except in a rudimentary manner, although the at-
tendant has plastered the face of the instrument with explanatory 
notes. The "buzzer" which has been substituted for the old-fashioned 
bell will, we fancy, have a bad effect on our nerves. 	We expect 
to hear the motor horn in the streets, and not, however, in the con-
fines of a building. What the Department urgently needs is that 
it be put either under the control of a business man, independent of 
political control, or governed by a Board similarly constituted to the 
Board known as the "Railway Commissioners." What but loss 
can be expected when there has been a procession through the Post 
Office of about a dozen Postmasters-General since the advent of 
Federation in 1901. 

One for the Dippers.—"Can you swim? No! Never swam 
a stroke. The dirt's good enough for me; I got a notion that these 
here people who are always dippin' themselves are just naturally 

filthy. 	Look at me, a handy man, doing all kinds of odd jobs, 
who's got a better right to get dirty—but I leave it alone, and it 
wears off. I'm blame certain you won't find many people that fool 
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away less money on soap than just me!" ( The Just and the Unjust. 
—Vaughan Kester.) 

Something to Live Down.—"Round the corner from the by-street 
there was a square of ancient handsome houses, now for the most 
part decayed from their high estate, and let in flats and chambers 
to all sorts and conditions of men—map-engravers, architects, shady 
lawyers, and the agents of obscure enterprises." 	(Dr. Jekyll and 
Mr. Hyde.—R. L. Stevenson.) 

The Particulars of the Competition for Tramway Shelters and Im. 
provements on Cathedral Square, Christchurch, N.Z., have been sent 
for the information of members of the Institute. 	Mr. S. Hurst 
Seagar (F.R.I.B.A.) has been appointed to act as assessor. The first 
prize design will be awarded £25, and the second £15. The date 
for receiving designs or models will be 3oth November, 1915. The 
promoters of the competition are "The Beautifying Association of 
Christchurch." Particulars of the competition, together with picture 
post-cards of the buildings on the "Square" (which, in reality, is 
almost the shape of the Red Cross), are at the disposal of members 
of the R.V.I.A. in the Institute Rooms. 

Robert Howden (A), one of our members practising his profes- 
sion in Johannesburg, is known to many Victorians. 	He received 
his early training in Melbourne, and many years ago left for South 
Africa, where he has built up a successful practice. 	He re-visited 
Melbourne some few years ago, and then delivered before the In-
stitute his experiences as to the working of the South African Archi-
tects' Registration Act. 

Recently, however, we received a photograph, endorsed "Yours, 
R. Howden, German S.W., 1915," showing our comrade in mili- 
tary garb. 	We have been favoured, by his relatives in this State, 
with some of Mr. Howden's movements during the past few months. 
He had been made special constable to do night duty in one of the 
suburbs of Johannesburg, but soon relinquished this work to go to 
"the front," which meant, in South Africa, the German S.W. pos-
sessions. Afterwards he was appointed Lieutenant of the Engineers' 
Corps. 	The corps, consisting mainly of building and mechanical 
tradesmen, started from Capetown for the desert of German S.W. 

[Africa 
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Africa. After a six weeks' residence in camp, it did not fall to his lot 
to do much in fighting, but he met with rough experiences and short 
rations of food and water. Sometimes his corps rode 3o or 4o miles 
in a night, the principal work being finding and unearthing the mines 
laid by the Germans to explode when the Union troops were pass- 

ing over. 	Part of the training received—beyond the ordinary en- 
gineering duties of construction and destruction—consisted of experi-
ments with gun-cotton and operations connected with boring for 
water and the analysis of water. The latter knowledge was ren-
dered necessary because the devilish Germans, contrary to the prac-
tises of modern warfare—on paper at least—had poisoned the wells. 
When the subjugation of the enemy had been effected, at the end of 
June, he was released from his military duties. 	Having done the 

work which had been allotted to him, he is now back at his office 
in Johannesburg, employed once again in the arts of peace. 	We 

who have known Robert Howden as a personal friend for well nigh 
3o years, rejoice that, in far-off South Africa, a member of the 
Royal Victorian Institute of Architects has so worked that his name 
will be inscribed upon the Roll of Honour of the Institute. 	In 

Mr. Lucas' remarks (published in this issue), Howden's name will 
be found amongst those who are successful in designing the more im-

portant South African buildings. 

Hearty congratulations to our fellow member, Mr. S. C. 

Brittingham (E.), A.R.I.B.A., upon his promotion to the office 
of Acting Government Architect in the Public Works Depart-

ment of Victoria. Mr. Brittingham has been in the service of 
the State for many years, and his work has been characterised 
by marked ability. He enters upon his high office with the best 

wishes of his professional brethren throughout Australia. 



GENERAL MEETING. 

GENERAL Meeting of the members of the Royal 
Victorian Institute of Architects was held on Tues-
day, 31st August, at 8 o'clock, in the Institute 
Rooms, 57-59 Swanston Street, the President (Mr. 
H. W. Tompkins) occupying the chair. 	The 

minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed. 

Nomination.— E. J. Berkley (who practises in China, but is now 
on a return visit to Victoria) was nominated for Associateship. 

Belgian Relief Fund.— The Hon. Treasurer reported that since 

last March about X15 per month had been subscribed by members 
of the Institute and forwarded to the Lord Mayor's Fund in aid of 
the Belgian Relief Fund. 

Federal Parliament House Competition.— The President reported 

an interview with the Minister for Home Affairs, when the views 
of the architects of Australia concerning this competition were laid 

before him. 

Registration Bill.--The President reported having seen the 
Minister of Public Works with regard to the drafting of this Bill. 
The death of Col. Watson, in whose hands the Minister had placed 
the Bill, had necessarily delayed progress. 	Mr. S. C. Brittingham 
(F.) had been asked by the Minister to take up the Bill, and the 
papers and other information had, by that time, been placed in his 

hands. 

Suburban Building Regulations.—The President had interviewed 
the Minister of Public Works upon the want of uniformity in many 
of the Suburban Building Codes and Regulations. The Minister 
had promised to consult the Institute in the event of the Suburban 
Building Regulations being dealt with in the Greater Melbourne 

Bill. 	The President also stated that, at its meeting that afternoon, 
the Council had offered its services to the Minister in advising as to 
uniformity of all future Building Regulations submitted to him for 

approval. 



NEW BUILDING REGULATIONS 
FOR THE CITY OF MELBOURNE 

(Being an Address delivered before the R.V.I.A. on 31st August, 
1915, by H. E. Morton (F.) , City Architect. The address 
was followed by a general discussion as to the working of the 
Regulations in actual practice.) 

Power to Make Building Regulations of the City of Melbourne. 

N the year 1849, being the thirteenth year of the 
reign of Queen Victoria, the Governor of New 
South Wales, with the advice and consent of 
the Legislative Council thereof, assented to an 
Act for regulating buildings and party walls and 
preventing mischiefs by fire in the City of Mel-
bourne. 

The preamble to the Act reads:— 
"Whereas it is expedient, for the safety, health, and comfort of 

the inhabitants of the City of Melbourne, and the security of pro-
perty therein, that provision should be made for the better regula-
tion of buildings and party walls and the prevention of mischiefs by 

fire." 
It might be assumed that no great difficulty would arise in amend-

ing the schedules of the Act, in view of the provisions of Section 8, 
which reads as follows :- 

"And for the purpose of preventing the express provisions of this 
Act from hindering the adoption of improvements, and for provid-
ing for the adoption of expedients either better or equally well-
adapted to accomplish the purposes thereof : Be it enacted, with 
regard to every building of whatever class, so far as relates to the 
modification of any rules hereby prescribed ; that if, in the opinion 
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of the surveyor and official referees, the rules of this Act imposed 
shall be inapplicable, or will defeat the objects of this Act, and that 
by adoption of any modification of such rules, such objects will be 
attained, either better or as effectually, it shall be the duty of such 
surveyor and official referees to report their opinion thereon, stating 
the grounds of such their opinion to the Council of the said city; 

and that if on the investigation thereof it shall appear to the Council 
that such opinion is well founded, then it shall be lawful for the 
Council to direct, by bye-law, that such modification may be made 
in such rules as will, in the opinion of the Council, give effect to the 

purposes of this Act." 
The difficulty arises in the fact that modern methods of construc- 

tion cannot be fitted into the original schedules. 	No alterations or 

amendments have been made to this Act, it being the same to-day 
as when it took effect on the 1st of January, 1850. 

The schedules of the Act relating to the mode of construction 
have been amended by Bye-Law No. 29, passed 26th July, 1852 ; 
Bye-Law No. 47, passed 28th April, 1862; Bye-Law No. 69, passed 

11th March, 1872; Bye-Law No. 92, passed 19th March, 1888, 
which latter bye-law is at present in force. 

The amendments contained in the various bye-laws do not involve 
any great change in principle, having reference to minor matters only. 
It can, therefore, be asserted that the Regulations to-day are practic-
ally the same as when Melbourne received its Building Act in 1849. 

The Act is based on the City of London Act, and though the 
schedules were no doubt suitable at the time they were adopted, it 
has been apparent for many years that they are entirely unsuitable 
to present-day requirements. 

The protection of property would appear to be the chief con-
sideration under the Act, little or no provision being made for the 

preservation of life. 	Should a building become ruinous or danger- 
ous so that it be likely to fall, no action can be taken with regard 
thereto, unless passengers are thereby endangered, the user or users 

apparently having to look after their own interests. 	The principle 

appears to have been to build the external walls of excessive thick-
ness without regard to the strength or stability of the internal por-

tions of the buildings. 
[The 
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The Americans broke away from this principle when frame build- 

ings were evolved. 	This class of building depends on its homo- 
geneity; as one section of a building improperly designed would 

wreck the whole structure. 	Considerable engineering skill is neces- 
sary in the design of buildings of this type. The weights have to be 
kept down to a minimum to reduce the size and cost of the struc-
tural members. The advantages as against the older type of build-
ing are a greater floor area, due to less thickness of walls ; greater 
safety due to fire protection of structural members, and fire-resisting 
construction of the floors (these latter being necessitated by the type 
of construction) ; and no waste of material. 
Power to Make Regulations in Cities, Towns, Boroughs, and Shires 

Throughout the State of Victoria. 
The Building Regulations of the suburbs and the various cities, 

towns, boroughs, and shires of Victoria were based on the Regulations 
of the City of Melbourne. The first provision for the adoption of 
Building Regulations appears in the Local Government Act 1874, 
13th Schedule. 	This schedule provides, inter alia, that the Council 

may make Regulations for the following:— 
For prohibiting or restraining the use of combustible materials in 

the construction, alteration, repair, or renewal of buildings, roofs, 
or chimneys, flues, smoke-vents, or stove pipes, hereinafter in this 
sub-division called in common "chimneys," or of parts thereof re-
spectively to be specified in the Regulation ; 

For regulating the distance from any other building at which it 
shall be lawful to construct any building; 

For regulating the distance from any class of building at which 
it shall be lawful to erect or construct a building for burning clay 

or other material; 
For regulating the height, thickness, construction, or materials 

of the party walls of buildings adjoining each other, and of the ex-
ternal walls of buildings and of chimneys, and the materials for and 
mode of enclosing the same; 

For regulating the construction, materials, and enclosing by build-
ing or otherwise of fireplaces or furnaces to be used in the working 
of engines by steam, or in any mill, brewery, bakehouse, or gas-
works or in any manufactory whatsoever, although a steam engine 

he not used therein respectively. 
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In 1890 and 1903 Acts were passed to consolidate and amend 
the Local Government Act. Section 197 provides for the adoption 
of the 13th Schedule aforesaid ; and Section 198 further provides that 
the Governor-in-Council may make bye-laws for the following pur-
poses or any of them or for any purpose in connection therewith :- 

(a) Regulating and restraining the erection and construction 
of buildings, erections, or hoardings. 

(b) Requiring the pulling down and removal of buildings, 
erections, or hoardings. 

This power shall be in addition to the power to make bye-
laws for the adoption of any of the provisions of or carrying out 
any of the purposes provided for in the 13th Schedule. 

These sections of the Act were also made applicable to the City 

of Melbourne. 
In 1914 an Act was passed to amend the Local Government Act 

1903. 	Section 29 further enlarges the powers of municipalities for 
the making of bye-laws for regulating and restraining the erection and 
construction of buildings. Any such bye-laws may :- 

(a) Provide that the whole or any portion of any such bye-
law shall apply—(1) To the whole or any specified 
part or parts of the municipal district or any specified 
area or areas therein ; or (2) to any specified class or 
classes of buildings; 

(b) Prescribe the minimum area and the minimum depth and 
width of frontage of land upon which any dwelling 
house may thereafter be erected; 

(c) Provide that every dwelling house thereafter erected shall 
have attached thereto for the exclusive use of the oc-
cupiers thereof a prescribed area of open land; 

(d) Provide with respect to buildings thereafter erected for 
--(1) Regulating or limiting the height of buildings; 
(2) means of escape from buildings in case of fire 
and the prevention of fire in buildings; (3) the ven-
tilation and lighting of buildings; (4) exits from and 
stairways in buildings other than private dwelling 
houses; and (5) the minimum size of any dwelling 
rooms or shops for foodstuffs; 

f(e) 
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(e) Require any work or thing to be executed or done of 
such materials within such time or in such manner 
as may be directed or approved in any particular case 
by the Council or any officer or person authorised in 
that behalf by the Council; and 

(f) Leave any matter or thing to be from time to time deter- 
mined, applied, dispensed with, or regulated by the 
Council by resolution or by any officer authorised in 
that behalf by the Council either generally or for any 
class of cases or in any particular case. 

After due consideration it was decided to frame the new City 
Regulations under the provisions of the Local Government Act, as 
otherwise it would have been necessary to go to Parliament to amend 

the Melbourne Building Act. 
Having dealt with the powers under which Building Regulations 

can be made, I will now proceed with the questions involved in the 

framing of Regulations. 
References.—The Regulations of the old-world cities and those 

of America naturally come under consideration. 	A study of the 

English Regulations soon convinces one that there is little to learn 

from that source. 	The methods of modern construction are best 
gained from a study of the Continental and American Regulations or 

ordinances. 
Local Conditions.—The adoption of regulations from other cities 

without regard to local conditions is impracticable, and herein lies 
the principal difficulty with regard to the framing of Regulations. 
One cannot but envy the comparatively easy task of the officials who 
may be charged with the framing of Regulations for the Federal 

Capital. 	It is to be hoped that these matters will receive con- 
sideration in the laying-out of the city and not afterwards, when 
difficulties similar to older cities will arise. 

Construction of Buildings. 

Buildings are divided into classes according to the nature of con-
struction, and the loads to be provided for—viz., domestic building 
class, such as dwelling houses, offices, etc.; warehouse class, such as 
warehouses, stores, etc. ; and public building class, such as halls, 
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theatres, etc. The minimum loads for each class in the new Regu-
lations are as follows :— 

Domestic building class, cwt. per sup. ft. 
Warehouse „ 	„  
Public 	„ 	„ i 	„ 

The quality of materials is the first consideration in building 
operations, and, as the sizes of the various members are depen-
dent on the stresses induced, it becomes necessary to specify 
the quality and working stress for each class of material. 

It might be said that all materials requisite for building purposes 
are obtainable in Melbourne. Melbourne bricks are probably equal 
to any in the world. Basalt is obtainable in and around Melbourne 
at comparatively small cost. 	It is somewhat sombre in effect, and 
detail is hard to read. 	Some notable structures have been erected 
of this material; it is, however, chiefly used for the bases of build- 
ings, door and window dressing, etc. 	Granite of excellent quality 
is obtainable, but the cost of cartage and labour of dressing it makes 
it too expensive, except for public or semi-public buildings. 	Free- 
stone of excellent quality is also obtainable. 	Stawell stone is even 
more expensive than granite. 	Freestone is obtained from Sydney, 
and is cheaper and less expensive to work. 	Steel has, in the past, 
been imported from England, America, and Germany. The recent 
installation of works at Newcastle will, in due time, influence the 
local market. 	Cement of excellent quality is produced locally, al- 
though considerable quantities are still imported. 	Sand of good 
quality is becoming more difficult to obtain, and consequently more 
expensive. Sand obtained by crushing clinker from destructors has 
been used with success. 

Timber for building purposes is largely imported. Excellent hard-
wood timbers are obtainable throughout Australia, and soft-woods 
from Queensland and New Zealand. The principal objection to the 
hardwood is the shrinkage across the grain, being as much as one inch 
in twelve, when thoroughly seasoned. 	It is difficult to work, and 
hard to drive nails into. 	It is not, therefore, popular with builders. 
Its chief use is for studs and framing of wooden buildings. 	It is 
fire-resisting, and on this account should be more largely used. 

[Types 
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Types of Buildings. 
(I) Buildings of ordinary construction.—These have external 

and cross walls of brick, stone, or concrete, and par- 
tition walls of similar material, or of wood. 	The 
weight of the floors and roof are carried on the walls 
and, in some cases, internal stanchions. 

(2) Buildings of Frame Construction.—These are of the type 
known as skeleton steel and reinforced concrete, the 
whole of the loads being carried by girders and trans-
ferred to the stanchions or columns. The walls may 
be carried on girders at each floor level, or be erected 
independent of the framing. 

(3) Wooden Buildings.—These are also framed up. The 
floor loads and roof may, in buildings of warehouse 
class, such as stores, be supported on posts in a some- 
what similar manner to frame buildings. 	In dwell- 
ing houses the loads are taken on the walls as in or-
dinary construction. 

Carrying Capacity of Ground.—As the nature of the ground var-
ies, the footings or supports to the buildings must be designed so that 
the maximum pressure will not exceed the carrying capacity of the 

ground. 	In Melbourne, all classes of foundations are met with, 
from soft, wet silt to hard rock. 	At one time it was usual, in soft 
ground, to drive piles to firm ground to carry the buildings. Nowa-
days, steel grillages encased in concrete or reinforced concrete founda- 
tions are the more usually employed. 	The carrying capacities of 

the different natures of soil are set out in the Regulations for the 
guidance of architects in designing the structures proposed to be 

erected. 
Thickness of Walls.—These are dependent on the class of build-

ing, nature of the material, and the unsupported height and length. 
The behaviour of the material under the action of fire is also con-
sidered, more particularly in regard to piers. A reduction in thick- 
ness is allowable when fire-resisting floors are provided. 	In the old 
Regulations the thickness of walls was dependent, in buildings of the 
domestic class, on the area of the building, and in buildings of the 
warehouse class, on the cubical contents ; thus, a short or long wall 
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would be the same thickness. The recesses and openings in a wall 
are limited according to the method of construction, whereas in the 
old regulations, while the recesses were limited, no limitations were 
imposed as regards openings, and as there was no limitation of stress 
in regard to materials, buildings have been proposed which would 
not have carried the dead loads. 

Parapets between adjoining buildings are dependent on the class 
of building, being thicker and higher for warehouse than for domestic 
class buildings. 	It is in connection with the latter class that the 
greater controversy arises. 	Architects and builders complain that 
the parapets between semi-detached houses spoil their appearances, 
and influence is continually brought to obtain the omission thereof 
in Regulations. 	Parapets, however, have proved of immense value 
as fire-breaks. 

Height of Buildings. 
'The ideal maximum height with regard to buildings is one and a 

half times the width of the street. 	Unfortunately, streets are often 
laid out without regard to the height of buildings. 	It is impractic- 
able for the fire brigades to work to advantage in narrow streets 
with high buildings. 	In the case of fire, there is always the danger 
of a huge conflagration. There is also the absence of sunlight, which 
is necessary for health. 	In certain streets in Melbourne the roads 
are damp for weeks at a time, and during the winter months arti-
ficial light is necessary for the greater part of the day on the lower 
stories. 

No subject gave rise to greater controversy in connection with 
the new Regulations than the question of height, local conditions 
having to be studied as against safety and health. As a compromise, 
the height for ordinary construction was limited in the narrow streets 
and lanes to a maximum of four times the width thereof, or a maxi-
mum of 82 ft. 6 in. (whichever is the greater), and for frame con-
struction 99 ft., with a further proviso that all buildings of ordinary 
construction exceeding three-quarters their maximum permissible 
height must have a flat roof of fire-resisting construction. 

The maximum heights in the wider streets are 132 ft. for frame 
construction, and iio ft. for ordinary construction. Not more than 

[four 
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Capacity of Buildings. 

The cubic extent of any section of a building of the warehouse 
class has been limited to 350,000 cubic feet, except where approved 
sprinkler installations are provided, an increase of 50,000 cubic feet 
being made in the latter case. The sections of a building must be 
divided by a cross wall or floors of fire-resisting construction. Open-
ings therein are to be made, practically in accordance with the Fire 

Underwriters' specifications. 	Similar conditions will apply to open- 

ings connecting adjoining buildings, which may be connected laterally. 

Chimneys. 

Chimneys are probably the greatest source of fire in buildings, 
due to defective flues and the manner in which grates are built in. 
It is not uncommon to find cavities behind the grates, which get filled 
with soot. The soot gets fired eventually, and the wood mantels 

ignite. 	Timber should not be placed close to flues. Flues should 
not be inclined at a greater angle than 45 degrees with the horizon, 

unless provided with proper soot doors. 

Floors and Roofs of Fire-resisting Construction. 

These shall be constructed of reinforced concrete or arches of 
brick, stone, or concrete, having a rise of one inch per foot of span, 
and a thickness at crown according to the span, but not less than 

41 inches. 	Reinforced concrete floors shall be not less than 3 in. 

in thickness. 
In buildings of frame construction it is necessary to keep down 

the weight of floors and girders as much as possible, otherwise the 
size of stanchions becomes immense, and the pressure on the ground 
enormous, adding very considerably to the cost. 

four floors shall be constructed with joists of wood in any building. 
All structural steel supporting walls and floors and roofs of fire-
resisting construction must be fire-protected. 

Frame buildings of greater height than that permitted for or-
dinary construction are to be provided with a rising main, 3 in. in 
diameter, having a fire hose cock on each floor and on roof, also 
means at ground level so that the fire brigade can couple up their 

pumps. 
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Provided there is sufficient protection to the steel, there is prac-
tically no gain to have floors of greater thickness than required to 
provide for the loads they will be called upon to support. 	I have 

in my mind one case in the city where the insurance company in-
sisted on 2 to 3 in. of breeze concrete being laid over the reinforced 
concrete floor. This was to get the benefit of a reduced rate. The 
weak point of the floor was the soffit, the steel being on the underside 
of the floor. The added weight only reduced the carrying capacity 
of the floor. 

Lift Shafts.—These are a considerable source of danger. 	It is 
provided that no goods lift shall communicate with an enclosed stair-
case in warehouse class buildings, also that the shaft of every lift 
shall be enclosed with brick or concrete walls, or, if constructed 
within the well-hole of a fire-resisting staircase and landings, they 
may be enclosed with open metal grills and open metal doors. 

Windows.—Probably the greatest danger of a conflagration, and 
one the firemen dread most, is the presence of unprotected windows 
in narrow lanes and light courts. 	Provision has, therefore, been 
made that all openings in any external wall of a building of the 
warehouse class and buildings exceeding three-storeys of the domes-
tic class, which are distant less than 20 feet in any diagonal direction 
from any opening in any external wall of any other building, shall 
be fitted with solid iron or armoured doors, tin-clad or wire-gauze 
shutters. 

Escapes.—The only provisions for the escape of the occupants 
of a building were contained in the Factory Regulations, and the re-
quirements for public buildings and buildings in which over 25 per- 
sons slept. 	No provision existed for office buildings or shops. 	Re- 

quirements have been made for all buildings of whatever nature. 
The requirements as to shops were drafted on the lines of the Chicago 
ordinance, and have been adopted in the Shops and Factories Regula-

tions. 
The practice of placing caretakers on the top of high buildings 

without any alternative means of escape is reprehensible. 	It was 
known that considerable difficulty would arise in providing alterna-
tive escapes in many cases, owing to the manner in which land had 

(been 
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been sub-divided. To meet the difficulty the Council may permit 
external fire escape stairs to be erected in lanes, provided they do 
not interfere with the light of adjoining property owners. 	Such 

escapes cannot be carried down to the road level. 	It will become 

necessary, therefore, to construct the lower portions within the build-
ing. Balanced flights for the lower portions will not be approved. 

Storage of Inflammable Liquids and Dangerous Goods. 

Melbourne has, to a great extent, been protected in the past by 
the requirements of the Fire Underwriters' Association with regard 
to buildings in which inflammable liquids, etc., have been stored. 

Of late years the consumption of petrol, benzine, carbide, etc., 
due to motor traffic, and the storage of cinematograph films due to 

picture shows, has considerably increased. 	It has, therefore, become 

an urgent necessity for regulations with regard to the above materials. 
Concessions with regard to storage of petrol have been made if con-
tained in approved types of underground storage tanks. 

In connection with the storage of timber—a bye-law restraining 
the storage of timber on roofs or against adjoining boundaries is in 
course of preparation, in which it is proposed to regulate the storage 
of timber as in the case of wooden buildings—i.e., that there shall 
be an open space at least equal to the height of timber stack, between 
the stacks and the adjoining boundaries of streets. 

Frame Buildings.—This term applies to steel frame and reinforced 
concrete buildings, and consists of a complete frame to which all 
the loads are transmitted, the walls merely acting as screens. The 
design of these buildings requires expert engineering knowledge. 
The whole of the structural work is fire-protected. 	A failure in 

any sect'on may endanger the stability of the whole. 	From a fire 

point of view they are more suitable than buildings of ordinary con-
struction, as a fire can be localised. 

Wooden Buildings.—In the City of Melbourne a wooden build-
ing must be insulated—that is to say it must be a certain distance 
from a street or lane, and from adjoining boundaries—a minimum 
of 8 ft. in the former case, and the height of its walls in the latter 
case, but not less than io ft. This has been found to give excellent 

results. 

,i. 
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There is, in the city, no brick area. 	Where land is cheap, 
wooden buildings predominate. 	As the values rise, the buildings 
change automatically from wood to brick, with smaller frontage. 

Matters Relating Primarily to Health. 

Frontage of Dwelling Houses.—The only clause deleted from 
the Regulations, but subsequently restored, had reference to the fol-
lowing :- 

"No dwelling house shall be erected fronting a street or lane 
less than 3o feet in width." 

The practice of erecting dwelling houses in rights-of-way should 
cease. 

Light and Ventilation.—Provision has been made that the height 
of the walls of a domestic building shall not exceed four times the 
width of the street, lane, or light court above the level of the lowest 
window lighted from such source. In the case of an enclosed light 
court the height is limited to 32 times. 	This provision does not 
prevent the setting back of the upper storeys, which is a simple pro-
position in case of frame buildings. 

The minimum yard area in connection with domestic buildings 
is 200 square feet, but to ensure a proper circulation of air and air 
flushing of yards, the depth of such area shall in no case be less than 
io feet, unless there be a lane or street at the rear. 

Provision is made to ensure circulation of air in enclosed courts 
by means of ventilating shafts or flues, also to ensure proper ventila-
tion under floors, and also ample ventilation of all rooms. 

Height of Rooms.—The minimum height of rooms shall be 9 ft. 
except in attics, when it shall be 8 ft. 6 in. for not less than half the 
area of room. 

Public Buildings. 

Greater precautions are adopted for the prevention of and spread 
of fire in connection with public buildings, more particularly in con- 
nection with theatres. 	In the past the precautions with regard to 
warehouse class of buildings has been far greater than in the case 
of theatres. 	In the former the buildings must be divided up into 
sections, openings between sections being limited in area and pro- 

[tected 
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tected with doors made and fixed in accordance with Fire Under-
writers specifications. 

In several of the theatres in this city, openings in the procenium 
walls are protected by a wooden door with sheet-iron nailed over. 
This type of door would be practically valueless in preventing the 
spread of fire, ending, perhaps, in a huge conflagration, although it 
might serve as a check for a few minutes. The types of fastenings 
are also crude in the extreme. 	Fires in theatres usually occur on 

the stage. 	Provision has been made for sprinkler installation to be 
erected over this portion. The inflammable nature of the construc-
tion of galleries, etc., which has been adopted in the past, has also 

been prohibited. 	A safer class of building will result as a conse- 

quence of the Regulations. 
The experiments carried out by the Fire Prevention Committee 

are of great value to municipalities when dealing with regulations re- 

lating to buildings. 	It cannot be expected that the Regulations 
shall be such that a fire is impracticable, but it is expected that they 
shall ensure reasonable precautions, and that one building 
owner shall not be permitted to become a menace to his neighbours. 

In a paper of this description, one cannot go too deeply into 
detail, but sufficient has, I think, been given for the members to 
grasp some idea of the questions arising in the framing of building 

regulations. 
After a general discussion of the proposed Regulations, a social 

meeting was held. 



SLUM AREAS. 

(By the Editor.) 

Y a somewhat small majority, the City Council of Mel- 
bourne has adopted the Clause in the new Building 
Regulations prohibiting the erection of dwelling 
houses on any street under 30 feet in width. That 
such a prohibition was necessary was well known to 
those who have made a study of town planning, or 

to those whose work takes them into the parts of Melbourne where 
dwelling houses are congested. 	Melbourne is dissimilar to most 
British Colonial cities. 	Here the main streets (99 feet wide) are 
shown on the original surveys, with 33 feet rights-of-way at the rear 
of the allotments usually over 30o feet in depth. 	When subse- 
quent division sales were held, these allotments, far too large for 
practical purposes, were provided with io or 12-feet passages lead-
ing from the above rights-of-way, and the two rear small blocks 
thus formed were sold with their frontages along such rights-of-way. 
This was the commencement of the central city slums. The outer 
districts adopted their own types of slum ; the owners built small 
cottages in the rear of larger houses, most of these rights-of-ways 
being but io or 12 feet wide. 

When, in the early days, rents were exorbitant, there was a great 
demand for these small properties, in which the economies of build- 
ing construction were practised to their fullest extent. 	At first 
many of these cottages were termed "wooden," which term included 
much other combustible material than wood. Later on, when the 
Building Regulations were enforced, "brick" was used ; soft sand- 

[bricks 
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bricks, which were exceedingly porous, in consequence of which the 
houses became moist, and damp arose both from the foundations and 
percolated through the walls. The houses, of course, were built up to 
the edge of the lane, and were seldom provided with a garden or 
back-yard, consequently, there was no air-circulation around them. 
In our opinion, generally speaking, the width, or lack of width, of the 
street matters little, provided that the buildings are "set back," so 
that there is ample space for air-currents to circulate. 	These little 

cribs, dark, dismal, and often dirty, were no places in which robust 
people could live, or in which they could bring up a healthy family. 
Consequently, the inmates of this "slum" property became assimilated 
with their environment, and bad habits, if not formed there, were 

developed. 	If many of these people were put in better houses, they 
would soon degrade those houses into "slum" property. Hence their 
natures require changing, and this reformation is the hardest work 

of all. 
If some of our smug Melbourne people would take a half-day 

off and visit the slums, they would find, within a mile of the Post 
Office, in the Bouverie Street district, in Carlton, for instance, some 
"housing" accommodation for human beings which would give them 

a shock. 	It is not that the wretched denizens who herd together 
in these insanitary surroundings own the property, most of them 
never have owned property, and we are pretty safe in asserting that 
they never will be property owners. Richer men, of whom King 
O'Malley is a type, in Melbourne, own the wretched tenements and 

regularly call for the rent. 	We are glad to say that it has fallen 
to our lot to demolish some of the "slum" property in Melbourne, 
in order to erect factory and other classes of buildings than housing 

in its place. 	In some of our surveys of "slum" properties we took 
all the necessary measurements from the outside. When we after-
wards visited the inside, we put our hat under one arm and both 
hands in our pockets, making it an absolute rule to touch nothing and 
to take nothing—not even a measurement. 

We hope that the Building Surveyor and the Medical Officer of 
Health will continue to visit these slum properties, and, if they find 
that such properties do not conform to the dictates of health, and are 
past reformation, to condemn them as being uninhabitable and thereby 
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order their destruction. 	This slum property provides shelter for 
the thieves and prostitutes which infest every large city, and, in ad-
dition, in the case of Melbourne, a crowd of low-class foreigners 
and aliens, who use the tenements as workshops, as well as habita-
tions. "Town planning" hardly affects the slum problem in Mel- 

bourne. 	Our slums are situated, in many cases, just away from 

the respectability of our main thoroughfares. 	They are hardly 

areas, but degraded " ,. pü YS 	c 	c some of our best streets. 

Often they are but blind alleys, and, in some cases, "bottle-necked" 
preserves, into which a stranger will scarcely venture alone. 

We commend the City Council upon its resolution to prohibit 
the erection of dwelling houses in streets less than 3o feet in width, 
and trust that the suburban municipalities may follow suit. 	In time, 

therefore, we may hope that Melbourne—the queen city of the South, 
as she sometimes calls herself—may have some of that cleanliness 

which is associated with the title. 	Cheaper tram fares, taking 

people out of the city, which man made, and through the suburbs, 
which, it is said, the devil made, into the country, which God made, 
will be no small factor in sweetening the lot of many who now are 
compelled to dwell amongst the unsavoury conditions of a squalid 
city life. We must not forget that to lift a man out of his wretched 
environment may—we only say may—be the first step in the direction 

of a higher life. 

[Melbourne 



MELBOURNE NEW BUILDING 
REGULATIONS. 

T is generally known that, after the lapse of many 
years, these Regulations have been approved by the 

City Council. 	It is nine years since this Institute 
first appointed its representatives to confer with the 
officers of the Town Hall concerning the compila-

tion of a model code of Regulations which should replace the ancient 
Regulations enacted in the days when Victoria was part of New 
South Wales. That the code of Regulations had outlived its use-
fulness was evident a generation ago, and it was only by careful 
nursing during the decades when the code was decidedly "dotty" 
that it dragged out its weary days. The doctors who for so long 
appeared in the guise of "official referees" made the code just toler-
able for those who had to do business with it by over-riding its facili- 

ties. 	We were cruel enough, many years ago, to urge that the 
code be thrown into the fire—it was past redemption. Now we 
may ask for it simply a decent burial when it is quite dead, because, 
after all, it was, or is, like the curate's egg—"good in parts." One 
of its "good" parts was, or is, that it provided in case of what is 
termed—"a dispute" with the building surveyor—the right of ap- 
peal to the official referees. 	As we have just stated, it was simply 

this right which made the Regulations tolerable during recent years; 
or, to be more correct, overrode them all along the line. 	In the 

new Regulations about to be adopted, however, it has been found 
that the "official referees" have not been provided for. Within the 
last day or two the Council of the Royal Victorian Institute of 
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Architects has considered the, situation, and has sent a vigorous letter 
of protest to the City Council. 

The Institute takes strong objection to there being no right of ap-
peal under the Regulation to the board of official referees in the case of 
a dispute. 	This situation, it is alleged, has been brought about 
owing to the regulations having been made under the powers of 
the Local Government Act in lieu of the Melbourne Building Act. 
The letter continues 

"During the numerous conferences with the representatives of 
this Institute, the Melbourne Chamber of Commerce, and your Build-
ing Regulations Committee, the right of appeal to the board of 
official referees was constantly raised, and our representatives 
were assured that the powers of the referees under the 
old Regulations would be preserved and maintained 
throughout the new Regulations. 	This assurance was a 
considerable factor in our members approving of the new draft 
Regulations. In the circumstances, we ask the City Council to in-
sert a clause continuing the powers of the board of official referees as 
to all disputes under the new Regulations. 

This letter, which was received by the City Council at its meet-
ing on 20th September, was referred to the Public Works Com-
mittee for report. The omission has been made, we strongly sus-
pect, by the legal luminaries who have pulled it to pieces during 
the last few months, and who possibly could not get all the parts to 
fit together again. 	Everything will come right in the end, we 
venture yet to hope. The thanks of the Institute are especially due 
to Messrs. Henderson, Tompkins, and Bates, for the yeoman ser-
vice they have rendered during so many years, both for the Institute 
and for the body politic, a service which the City Council itself recog-
nises by its resolution conveying a vote of thanks to each of these 
three esteemed members. Non-official members of the Institute have 
not the remotest conception of the time willingly given to, and ability 
shown in, dealing with the involved problems encountered in fram-
ing a code of Regulations which shall deal with modern needs by 
intelligent methods. 

[Victorian 



VICTORIAN ARCHITECTURAL 
 STUDENTS' SOCIETY. 

ESPITE the unsettled conditions, the Society is keep-
ing up to its syllabus, and several new members have 
been enrolled. About 3o of our members have al-
ready volunteered for active service abroad, some 
have been wounded, and others are now in the firing-
line at Gallipoli. 

The lecture for June was very well attended, over 4o members 
being present. We were honoured by an address from Mr. W. B. 
Griffin, on the "Conservation of Space," which proved highly in-
teresting and instructive, as the lecturer brought with him some 
splendid lantern slides. 	In domestic work it was seen how space 
could be utilised by avoiding passages, etc., and many people could 
be entertained in quite a small bungalow. 	Notable characteristics 
of this work were the huge chimney-stack placed in the centre and 
the basements to each dwelling. 	In Mr. Griffen's description of 
town-planning, he showed how children of one village could all use 
the one recreation ground, which was situated in the centre of all 
the homes. 

The latter part of his lecture was a description of Federal terri-
tory work. A number of his plans were thrown on the screen, and 
it was seen how roads could be planned to facilitate traffic. 	A 
notable feature was the plan of a university, which showed how each 
branch of study, such as "medicine" and all buildings composing its 
whole, could be kept to itself. This lecture was highly appreciated 
by members. 

r 
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The July lecture was delivered by Colonel Masters, V.D., whose 
subject was "Submarine Mining." 	The Colonel showed, by the 
aid of careful diagrams, how mines were laid and how difficult it 
was for a hostile vessel to traverse a mine-field without disaster. Any 
defective mine could be easily located, tested, and adjusted. 	Each 
mine was connected by cables carrying electric current, and from 
the chart-room at the fort the position of a foreign ship could be 
located. 	The pressing of a button would discharge any particular 
mine. 	The mines were placed far enough apart, so that the con- 
cussion of one exploding would not be sufficient to explode its nearest 
neighbour. 

As the nation is using these active mine-fields during the present 
crisis, a lecture of this description was very beneficial. 

During August we had an interesting talk, delivered by Mr. T. 
Rule, his subject being "A Trip Through the Pacific Islands." A 
highly-appreciative evening was naturally spent, owing to such an 
interesting subject. 	Mr. Rule first detailed, from a novel, the 
habits of the Fijians, how they had attained their present high stand- 
ing from barbarism through the influence of Christianity. 	Many 
excellent lantern slides, displaying luxuriant tropical growth, quaint 
dwellings, and gay festivities were shown. 	Mr. Rule informed us 
that not only were their morals good, but their hospitality was un-
surpassed. Also, many Fijians had taken high honours in scholastics, 
and many were devoted to their studies. Mr. Rule having lived and 
taught there, his subject was, naturally, well treated, and one and all 
showed appreciation and expressed a desire to visit Fiji when the 
opportunity was afforded them. 

VIVIAN R. CLARKE. 



HONOUR ROLL OF V.A.S.S. 
VOLUNTEERS. 

CUTLER, R. (Captain) 
CARR, G. 
EARP (Ill). 
FULTON, J. (Missing). 
NOAKES, F. 
PECK, H. (Wounded). 
PARKES, S. T. 
WILLIAMS, A. (A.) (Wounded). 
TURNER, K. (Wounded, but recovering). 
KEOWN, A. (Wounded). 
BEECH, A. 
McCRAE, G. (Major) (Killed). 
STEVENSON, R. 
AINSLIE, A. 
BASTINGS, E. 
BERRY, H. 
PAYNE, L. 
BIDENCOPE, C. 
TULLOCH, D. 
RUDD, L. 
DEMAINE, R. S. 
BRADBURY, F. 
PETERSON, F. (Lieutenant). 
LOTHIAN, J. G. 
CARLETON, C. 
FIRTH, J. 
OLIVER, R. C. 
SALE, F. J. C. (Lieutenant). 
CRAIG, H. 
KEYS, W. W. 
DUCKMANTON, J. 
CALDER, S. 
THOMPSON, B. C. 
FINNING, L. J. (A.) (Sergeant). 
DAVIDSON, F. S. (Geelong). 

In addition, there are several Geelong members whose names 
are not to hand. 
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REPORTS AND JOURNALS RECEIVED FROM KINDRED 
INSTITUTES WITH THANKS. 

"The Northern Architectural Association," Report of Council 
56th Session, 1915. 

"The Kalendar of the Glasgow Institute of Architects," 1915-16. 
"The Australian Decorator and Painter," June, 1915. 
"The Salon," July, 1915. 
"L'Architettura Italiana," June, 1915, Vol. X., No. 9. 
"Annali Della Gazette Hebdomadaire D'Information Consacree 

a L'Architecture et Aux Qui soy Rapportent," Nos. 8 to 14, 1915. 

REVIEWS OF BOOKS AND MAGAZINES. 

"The Builder" (4th June).—In "Old Hamburg," J. Tavenor 
Perry takes the opportunity of criticising the design of St. Nicholas' 
Church, "which is sadly out of place in a northern German city." 
Its 14th century Gothic is alleged to be out-of-date. 	The design 
was won in competition by Gilbert Scott. 	Its spire, 473 feet high, 
is said to be the least English-looking feature of the design. 	We 
think the spire compares favourably with that of St. Catherine's 
Church, also shown on the same photograph. 	(11 th June) con- 
tains a paper written by the late Mr. W. G. Sutherland, and read 
before the Institute of British Decorators, upon "The Use of Lead 
in the Painting of Buildings," which is well worth reading. Similar 
conclusions we gave in our last issue are given by the experts meet-
ing in London. (18th June.)—The British Columbia Government 
Building (London) is dealt with in the Constructions Section. (25th 
June) is the, Royal Scottish Academy number, and is full of fine 
illustrations of modern Scottish work in architecture and sculpture. 

[The 
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The "get-up" of the number is exceedingly good. 	(2nd July) con- 
tains illustrations and descriptions of the principal designs submitted 
in the Stepney Municipal Buildings Competition. 	(gth July) illus- 

trates decorative work on the s.s. "Lusitania." Although the destruc-
tion of art work alòne on this boat was a calamity, this loss pales 
into nothingness in comparison with the damnable wholesale murder 
committed by the Germans in sinking the vessel. 	(i6th July) con- 

tains an instructive article on "Solids and Voids." 	A note on 
"Colonial Architecture" has induced us to write an article in reply 
(which is crowded out of this issue). 	The West China Union 

University, by Roundtree and Son, is illustrated. 	In the Construc- 

tion Section the Hull Joint Dock Grain Silo is described and illus- 

trated. 	(23rd July) illustrates Haggerston Castle, Northumber- 
land, the work of James B. Dunn. The Reinforced Concrete Regu- 
lations are also given. 	(3oth July) illustrates mainly the work of 

students at the University School of Architecture and the Architec- 
tural Schools Section. 	(6th August) describes the modern town of 
Budapest. For the Duchy of Cornwall, model plans of cottages and 

farmhouses are shown. 
The "Building News" (4th June) contains a very sensible paper 

on "Map Reading and Rough Measurements," by S. C. Bailey. (gth 
June.)—"A Sunlight Code for Tenements" is a new code adopted 
by the city of Cleveland to serve as a model for other American 

cities. 	(16th June) shows illustrations of designs for Churches 
of Christ "Scientist," by B. N. Designing Club members. 	(23rd 

June) contains a review, with illustrations, of Pulpits, Lecturns, and 
Organs in English Churches, by J. Charles Cox. 	(3oth June) 

shows plans of the Engineering Laboratory, Bambury Road, Oxford 
(W. C. Marshall, architect), together with poorly-drawn elevations. 
(7th July) gives the Final R.I.B.A. Examinations Problems in 
Design, also the second and third designs for the Stepney Municipal 

Buildings. 	(14th July.)—The London County Council Regula- 
tions for Reinforced Concrete Construction (first part) are given at 
length, and in (21st July) the second part and in (28th July) the 
third part (to be continued in subsequent issues). 	There is also 
a photograph of the west portals of Rheims Cathedral taken after the 
bombardment, which is enough to make one's heart ache. 
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The "Architect" (4th June) illustrates the work of a gifted Rus-
sian architect (M. A. Tamanov), together with a concise description; 
also a paper on Towers and Spires in Scotland, by Dr. Wotherspoon, 
of St. Oswald's, Edinburgh. 	(i ith June) contains paper by H. 
Percy Boulnois on Asphalte and its Appreciation in Sanitary Work, 
which is well worth study. 	(i8th June) informs us that "some 
2,000 members of the architectural profession are now serving with 
the colours, and others, who, for one reason or another, are unable to 
enlist, are serving their country at home in scarcely less useful ways. 
Two of Mallow's drawings of St. Paul's are illustrated. 	(25th 
June) contains illustrations of the works of Frank Darling, the 
Canadian Royal Gold Medallist, together with two more of Mal- 
low's exquisite drawings. 	(2nd July) contains paper on the 
Reconstruction of Roads in Belgium, by H. Vandervin, Engineer 
of Bridges and Roads in Belgium; also illustrations of the first three 
designs for Stepney Municipal Buildings. 	(gth July) describes 
and illustrates 5o years' of Palestine Exploration, and also deals 
with the practical side of protecting ancient buildings in a paper by 
W. A. Forster. 	Prof. Baldwin Brown, in an interesting address, 
deals with the subject, "Was the Anglo-Saxon an Artist?" 	An 
etching of Rheims Cathedral, by H. Fletcher, shows the building 
at it was. 	(16th July) deals with the subject of "Plaster: the 
Micro-Structure of the Raw Materials," by James Scott. 	Four 
paintings of Egyptian Temples, by the Hon. John Collier, reveal 
this artist's genius in another direction other than that of portraiture. 
(23rd July) presents a description of Monuments of Art in the 
Eastern Theatre of War—mostly in Poland—author's name not 
given ; and a paper on Colonial Dutch Architecture, by F. K. Ken- 
dall, F.R.I.B.A. 	(30th July) includes a valuable paper (mainly 
historical) on Westminster Abbey, by F. Higgs; also eight illustra-
tions, "The Glory that was Rheims." 

"The Salon" ( July) .—In Current Architecture, Vauclause Hall, 
Parsley Bay, Sydney, by Wilshire and Day, is represented by numer-
ous illustrations. "The Inset Abuse of Dampcourse" is not an im-
partially written article. The works of M. F. and J. C. Cavanagh 
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and other West Australian news complete the issue. (August) gives 
particulars of the first Sydney Atelier, by the patron, G. S. Keesing, 
who was for many years well known in Melbourne as the Hon. Sec. 
of the Victorian Architectural Students' Society, and a resume of 
the Standard General Conditions of Contract of the American Insti-
tute of Architects. 

"Building" (August) tells "How to Win the World-War" in a 
straight talk. "The Fight for Canberra" throws some side-lights upon 
Griffin's plan and the "built-up" design by the Department officers. 
The latter design is shown, but appears to us very unhappy in its 
lines. We should like the authors of the "built-up" design to give 
their opinion upon the hundreds of architects and others who have 
signed a petition against its adoption. 	The use of New South 
Wales stone is illustrated in the case of several public buildings in 
Sydney and Melbourne. 	"Some Chicago Curiosities" is illustrated 
by several characteristic views. Griffin's "One-Roomed House" ( a 
square sub-divided into four smaller squares by movable partitions 
and with a revolving central fireplace at the intersection of the par-
titions) is subjected to caustic criticism by Major Stowe, who de-
scribes it as "abhorrent." "Domestic Architecture," "Town Plan- 
ning" complete a very readable issue. 	(September.)—This num- 
ber is essentially of a patriotic character, which vigorously pleads the 
cause of Australian industries. "The Fight for Canberra" is con-
tinued. Mrs. F. A. Taylor continues her Women's Home Section 
with her usual skill. 

"Life" (August) reviews the fighting for the month, together 
with glimpses from the magazines. A most interesting story is told 
of Morrissy and his snakes. How a vast army is fed is clearly ex- 

plained. 	Humour is not forgotten, and it is shown how to raise a 

Government loan. 	Jack London continues his story, "The Sea 
Gangsters." Much other interesting matter is included in the num-
ber. (September.) —The fighting is further reviewed by Dr. Fitchett. 
whilst "What I Saw in Paris" is fine descriptive writing by Carlyle 
Smythe, B.A. "Money in Snakes" continues the story of Morrissy. 
"Humour" flows as usual. "What the World is Thinking" and 
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Jack London's story, "The Sea Gangsters," are continued, as are 
also the characteristic features of this magazine. 

"Everylady's Journal" (August).—"Sue" continues her interest-
ing subject, "The Evolution of a Dyspeptic." "Women Police" 
gives arguments for and against. "Our Wounded Warriors in Lon- 
don" is a good piece of Australian writing. 	"Ideals of Mother- 
hood" deals with education of children, by A. R. Osborn, M.A. 
"Fashions" are described and illustrated; whilst "Substitutes for Meat 
When Prices Are High" appeals surely to all. Some good designs 
for stencils are shown; whilst many other subjects dear to the femin- 
ine mind complete the issue. 	(September) records an interview 
with the Queen of England. Our wounded soldiers are dealt with 
at the Heliopolis Hospital, Egypt. "Poultry at Burnley" shows how 
to make poultry pay. A. R. Osborn, M.A., continues his "Periods 
in the Child's Development." 	"Rafia" ware is illustrated. 
"Fashion" is again before us, with its mystery of wide and tube 
skirts. 	"High Prices and Food Substitutes" is continued, together 
with many other topics of interest to women, and men, too, for that 
matter. 
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